Rethinking
the Fashion
Industry
Pitch Deck

What is
Habits?
Habits is the world first augmented reality
fashion e-commerce, powered by
blockchain.
Our innovative fashion store is split into
two areas:
• Fashion Accessories, soon available
on our iOS and Android App;
• Fashion Apparel & Accessories,
later available on the Habits Mirror
Brands interact with the Habits
Admin Panel, where they
can upload new products,
manage existing ones, launch
ad campaign and edit content.
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Habits
App

• Try On every accessory available in the store in real time, directly from your smartphone.
• Share pictures on social networks, filter and search for other products or add items to the
cart, all of this while staying in AR Mode and enjoying a seamless, unbroken experience flow.
• The Habits App virtually replaces the physical store, reducing the need for brands to invest in
retail.

Soon Available On

A Supply
Chain
Revolution

Don’t have 3D Models of your
products? Habits takes care of that
aspect too, creating high-quality
3D models for you thanks to a
scalable partnership with
Virtuality.Fashion.

PRODUCT

HABITS

CALL SHEET
PRODUCT SHIPPED
TO AGENCY
MODEL
DIGITALIZATION
REQUEST

PHOTO SHOOT
Off-spec photos

Selling through Habits streamlines
the product listing process:
designers can now avoid
convoluted and expensive
procedures using the Habits
Admin Panel which allows them
to list their products in no time.

CLASSIC PROCESS

POST PRODUCTION
PRODUCTS SENT
BACK

Broken or
damaged

3D MODEL
UPLOADED
REFUND

FINAL PHOTOS SENT
TO THE E-COMMERCE
PHOTOS CHECK

PRODUCT LISTED
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Fashion
Tokenization

For Brands

For Users

Brands will have total control over their
marketing expenses: each time an advertised
product is digitally tried on, our smart
contract activates. This way, if a brand actually
spends a token, it means that someone,
somewhere, actually tried on the product and this will stay forever written in the public
Ethereum blockchain.

Our users can stake HBX Tokens to earn
rewards, obtain discounts and gain access to
exclusive products and promotions
depending on your loyalty tier.

Habits aims to turn the supply chain in to a
demand chain, reducing the overproduction
and the pollution caused by the fashion
industry. Independent Designers and Brands
will be able to pre-sell their fashion products
just with a 3D Model.

Feeling creative? You can start your own fashion
business on Habits in a few minutes: just
upload your 3D Models on the Admin Panel
and use your HBX to upload and promote
your products.

Users can purchase products on the Habits
fashion store and obtain a cashback in HBX
Tokens to increase their status.
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The HBX Token
Launching a product campaign is easy:
Select the products and your target.
1 HBX = 1 Try on. That’s it.

Customers can buy HBX Tokens directly on the
Habits Admin Panel or trough an exchange.

HBX
All the tokens are transferred to Habits Wallet
and the marketing campaign is over.

Using Blockchain technology we can guarantee
transparency on our campaign so that everyone in
the network can double check the target and the
views, and no one is going to pay more than what
is due.

The system will provide an estimated
time required to deliver the requested
number of views based on Habits’
performances. Need your views asap?
Buy priority and skip the queue.
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Token
Allocation

Token Name:

HABITS TOKEN

Token Symbol:

HBX

Total Supply:

150.000.000 HBX

USE OF FUNDS

TOKEN ALLOCATION

Private Placement

13,3%

Launchpad Sale

26,7%

Project Development

50%

Reserve

16,7%

Sales & Marketing

30%

General

15%

Reserve

5%

Ecosystem

20%

Liquidity

10%

Marketing & Partnership
Bounty

12,3%
1%
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Habits
Mirror

The Habits Mirror is an innovative Smart Mirror specially designed for the Habits
fashion store that allows users to try on in real time and shop for every kind of fashion product,
from accessories to apparel.
The Habits Mirror is currently in early proof of concept phase.
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Team
ANDREA SANTI
Chief Executive Officer & Founder

GIORGIO GUIDETTI
Chief Technology Officer & Founder

Management graduate, focused on innovation
economy and new technologies. Serial
startup founder, offered consultancy for early
stage startups.

Management graduate with a solid
technological background and a passion for
innovation, blockchain and startups. Offered
consultancy for various early-stage
blockchain startups.

EDOARDO BRILLANTE
Legal

DAVIDE PELUSI
President & Investor

Business lawyer working in the corporate and
capital markets department of GOP since
2014. In 2019 he is included in the Italian
Under30 by Forbes for the category Law &
Policy.

South EMEA CEO of the global financial
services firm Morningstar. Has been providing
an array of investment research and management services. Habits seed investor and
president.

ALESSANDRO RABONI
Head of Business Development
Young professional with experience in
business development and marketing. Ex
Bloomberg and Salesforce, in the past few
years he has developed a strong passion and
expertise in cryptocurrencies and DeFi.
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NICANDRO F. CENDAMO

ALESSANDRO SPALLINO

PAOLO BRILLANTE

MAXIM GAINA

EMMA DI LORENZO
Lead 3D Artist

BARBARA SCERBO
Lead 2D Artist

FILIPPO TAFURI
Co Founder

FRANCESCO GALVANI
Advisor

RAJAT SHARMA
Technical Architect

PIYUSH SHARMA
Sr. Software Developer

PUNEET SHARMA
AR Architect

AMAN KAUSHIK
Solution Architect
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Roadmap

2018
Idea & MVP
Development

Q2 2021

Q4 2021

Fundraising

App Release

2019

Q3 2021

Seed Investment

Development

Q1 2022
Final Release/
Market Expansion
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Contacts
Habits is based on innovating selling processes and relationships with customers.
In the landmark shift from traditional communication to digital one, Habits ensures
brands a new important channel: a new way to interact one on one with users.
Thank you.

HABITS Ltd
171, Old Bakery Street
Valletta VLT 1455, Malta
habitsproject.io - info@habitsproject.io

